
Bendix Mags – Status of ADs (as of 5-2014) for O-470-11 and -15 Engines 
 
(In reply to inquiry 5-15-2014) 
 
SUMMARY: The FAA does NOT have a 500 hr requirement for us anymore per their instructions 
in AD 2005-12-06 IF we previously complied with 94-06-09 ("E" will be stamped on data plate) or 
mag was overhauled or manufactured after April 4, '94.  
Again: The mag AD requiring 500 hr inspections does NOT apply to us. The repetitive inspection 
requirement AD (96-12-07) was withdrawn on Continentals, still applies to some Lycomings. (See 
my comment at end re: TCM service letter that still applies.)  
 
But, earlier ADs calling for replacement of impulse coupling, rivet, bushing, still DO apply. By now 
virtually all of those have been done, usually by overhaul since the effective date ('74 AD 74-26-
09 drive shaft bushing; '82 AD 82-20-01 impulse coupling flyweights; '94 AD 94-01-03-R2 coils 
and magnets replacement – this one doesn't apply if mags o'hauled (or mf'd) after April 4 '94; '94 
AD 94-06-09 inspect/replace condenser (if mag has been inspected and complies with all 
previous, the mag data plate is to have an "E" stamped on it); '96 AD 96-12-07 inspect riveted or 
snap ring impulse couplings.  
 
AND FINALLY, AD 2005-12-06 supercedes AD 96-12-07. The '05 AD LIMITS THE 
APPLICABILITY OF 96-12-07 (recurring inspection at 500 hrs svc) TO CERTAIN LYCOMING 
ENGINE MODELS - all are models of O-540 engines. There is no longer the 500-hr inspection 
requirement for mags on our engines IF the mags have previously complied with replacement of 
old style impulse coupling components. If your mags have an "E" stamped on them, they comply. 
Or if overhauled/built after April 4, 1994, they comply. If either of those condx, inspection at 500 
hrs intervals is no longer required. TCM then put out a service letter recommending (NOT 
requiring) that all Bendix mags continue to be inspected every 500 hrs. Obviously written by their 
legal dept. Engine shops say it's needless. 
 
SUMMARY: The FAA does NOT have a 500 hr requirement for us anymore per their instructions 
in AD 2005-12-06 IF we previously complied with 94-06-09 ("E" will be stamped on data plate) or 
mag was overhauled or manufactured after April 4, '94.  
 
Hope that helps. 
aj 
 
_______________ 
 
On May 15, 2014, at 17:28, xxx wrote: 
 
Does the 500hr bendix mag ad apply to us? Heard both ways. Some say that doesn't apply since 
on o470 engine. What the straight scoop? (My IA) signed off on my annual, but says i need to do 
mag impulse check. (X and Y) say no. I'm confuzled. 
 
__________ 


